Richelieu Takes Your Kitchen
Designs to the Next Level
WITH THESE 10 MUST-HAVE INCABINET ACCESSORIES
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Your clients are looking to remodel their kitchen. Given the amount of time they spend in the kitchen, as most people
typically do, they will most likely appreciate having a few accessories to make their life easier. After all, everyone wants a
better functioning, more efficient kitchen space.
Why sell an empty cabinet with simple shelving, when you can optimize the functionality of that space with specially
designed systems that improve organization and accessibility? And who better to recommend these accessories than you,
the kitchen designer? In-cabinet accessories are a great way to add value to your designs and deliver a dream kitchen to
your clients. They will not only help boost the quality of life of your clients but also your bottom line.
With so many options to choose from, we asked our senior designer to share her top 10 must-haves for an optimized and
organized kitchen.

PANTRY
CONVOY LAVIDO

DISPENSA SWING

The Convoy Lavido is the ultimate
sliding storage solution for dry
food and canned goods. This
pullout pantry system comes with
4–5 height-adjustable shelves. It
slides out completely from the
cabinet giving a 360° view and
access to all the contents. It’s an
ideal solution for keeping contents
organized and easily accessible.

The Dispensa Swing is a sliding and
swiveling basket kit for wall units
that opens fully and swivels from
left to right to give full access to
the contents. It comes with a
variety of baskets and plastic
containers, which are all height
adjustable
to accommodate
containers of all sizes.

BASE CABINETS
LEMANS

E-CARGO WASTE MANAGEMENT CENTER

The Lemans II corner cabinet
storage system combines optimal
space utilization and smooth
movement. Its two shelves can
come completely out of the cabinet
thanks to its 85-degree angle door
opening. The shelves are anti-slip
and height adjustable. The perfect
solution for storing pots and pans
while ensuring quick access.

E-Cargo waste management adds
a clean and trendy look that blends
with any kitchen interior. The
covered slides help avoid the
accumulation of dust and ensure a
longer life. Over-extension slides
provide complete access to bins
while the lid blocks odors and
provides additional space for
recycling large flat items such as

UPPER CABINETS
UPPER CABINET PULL-DOWN

BIFOLD OPENING SYSTEM

An upper cabinet pull-down system makes reaching for
what you need easier. Pull down effortlessly on the
handle to bring the upper contents of the cabinet
towards you for an easier and faster selection. Once you
are done, push everything back up. It’s that simple!
Explore the various features of these suggested models:
PANASONIC’S SOFT-DOWN
CABINET SYSTEM

A bifold opening system opens and closes smoothly and
saves space by folding the front panel as it lifts up. This is
a convenient solution for upper cabinets with large, heavy
doors. The integrated multi-position stop guarantees the
system will stop securely in any position. A very stylish
solution for tall wall units.
Explore the various features of these suggested models:

I-MOVE

FREEFOLD

BLUM’S AVENTOS LIFT
MECHANISM HF

DRAWER INTERIORS
Transform drawer interiors into
highly functional and beautiful
spaces. Keep all kitchen tools
organized while creating a perfectly
harmonious look with a combination
of different trays, dividers and boxes
to suit every need. They are also easy
to rearrange on a whim.
Explore the various features of these
suggested models:

CONNECT MODULAR
CUTLERY DIVIDER

STRAIGHTLINE
DRAWER ORGANIZER

UNDER SINK CABINET
UNDER-SINK STORAGE SYSTEM

TRIPLE TANDEM RECYCLING CENTER

An under-sink storage system helps organize cleaning
products and keep everything in its place. Sliding out
smoothly, it comes with removable baskets for easy
cleaning and helps store a variety of items such as
sponges and the like. A practical handle makes it easy to
take wherever it’s needed.

This practical solution for recycling comes with three
high-capacity low-height bins that fit perfectly in an
under-sink cabinet. The unit slides out to give full access
to all 3 bins and the 8.5 L bin comes with a lid for compost
odor management.

Explore the various features of these suggested models:
NETO

PORTERO

COUNTERTOP
OPLA-TOP COUNTER EXTENSION MECHANISM
The Opla-Top mechanism is a great way to add extra counter space. It’s installed in
the same space usually occupied by a drawer, hidden behind a hinged panel. Once
the mechanism is pulled out, the surface adjusts flush with the counter, effectively
providing an additional 20-inch work area. The surface can match the existing
countertop or be made from another countertop material.

As you can see, a few carefully curated in-cabinet accessories can go a long way in enhancing the functionality and
efficiency of any kitchen. All these options are easy-to-install and versatile enough to adapt to each client’s needs. They
are also easy to recommend at the beginning of a project, as it’s much more cost-effective to install them during the
remodeling than after.
For more information on these solutions and more, visit Richelieu.com.

Richelieu is a leading distributor, importer and manufacturer of specialty hardware and complementary products for over
50 years. Offering a broad mix of more than 110,000 products sourced from suppliers around the world, Richelieu serves
a customer base of more than 80,000 manufacturers and retailers through a network of 70 centers across North America
and a high-performance e-commerce website. Richelieu remains at the forefront of design, style and innovation for 21stcentury lifestyles.

